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‘Thislinvention relates to cooking stoves and is par 
'ticularly concerned with cooking stoves utilizing-a gas 
"e'ous'fuel' and more especially, such gaseous'fu‘els as'bu 
tan‘e; propane and the like, supplied to the stovel‘from 

' pressure‘ containers. ' ‘ 

‘While certain features of the-present-inventive concept 
are applicable in general to a wide variety of types and 
estylcsllof stoves'the invention is primarily directed to 
wardsita-portable gas stove which may be compactly folded 
v*ftirllt‘rj'ansportatio'n and readily set up, for use. . The pres 
*ent ‘stove- is thus admirably suited for camping-picnic 
and patio use, or for more or less permanent installation 
ini'boatstandti-ailers. However, the inventionris'not'nec 
:essarily- limited to such uses and may be installed asla 

' uhou'sehol'df ?xture if desired, and-in such usei'may'be 
:s'upplied'withfuel from-a. ?xed ‘fuel supply system. 

‘Arnong‘the problems encountered in the design, con 
struction and operation of e?icient-and re?‘ectiveportable 

Lgas'rburning stoves? are those of adequatergas supply un 
~‘der uniform pressure, gas distributionrat the burnerto 
“insurea-ba'lanced circular flame of desired range of heat? 
"ingffrom'high to low, and pilot lighting of.‘ the individual 
burners 'as well as the achievement of‘a simple compact 

: assembly appropriately designed‘ to meet thedemandswf 
economic manufacture. , a 

‘With these-andilike problems in view it is among the 
‘primary objects of the present invention to provide a 
novel and imprcved-stove-of- simple and compact struc 

“ture; whichfwill be: light in: weight, strong-and durable 
inyconstruction and which may be readily assembled 
'andlrdisassembled without the use of special tools or re 
quirements of special skill. 
Another primary object of- the invention is-Vtopro 

videa stove ofv the type referred‘to havinga minimum 
“number ofvsimple easily assembled parts which may. be‘ 
a-disassembled and stored in compact manner for. trans 
portation, the size and design of'rthe parts being such 
ivas~ to’ permit ,inter?tting thereof when disassembled to ' 
'Hfacilitatestorage in a con?ned readily transportable.,man 
-ner. - e ‘ q . . 

I It’ is also among the objects of the invention tovpro 
vide a-stove construction such that thefstove body may 
be. used- as an; enclosure for .the parts when disassem 

, bled-'sorvas to constitute a carrying caseof. neatappear 
ance and convenient size. This objective is presently 
achieved, in such manner as to provide ‘storage ‘spaoefor 

- av fuel: receptacle as Well as forthe grates, burners, fuel 
.linesandpilot tubes etc., so that the entiretstoveinclud 
ing. its fuel may be readily transported. 
‘Another. speci?c object of the invention. is to provide 

' a. pilot-lighting system and apparatus for portable stoves 
of the type referred 
a pilot fuel, readily controlled, and which will. insure 
instant and spontaneous ignition of any selected burner 
when fuel is-supplied thereto‘. ' ’ 

. 'iM‘o're especially it. is an object of the invention to pro 
“"vide a novel and improved interrelation and combina 
~'tion ofipa‘rts'whereby the-stove may be compacted with ' 

to which will be easily supplied withv 
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a minimum of dis-assemblyand with, a maximum ‘of 
_' space "conservation and whereby the whole constitutesla 

' v foldablegaszcookingstove’havingfeatures of e?iciency, 
‘convenience, durability and economy of manufactureLaS 

5 ‘well as operation, not heretofore realized. 
‘Numerous other objects,‘ features, advantages and im~ 

provements of the present invention will‘ be apparent 
"from a_c0nsideration of the following speci?cation‘ when 
taken‘ in connection with the accompanying'drawings,lin ' 

10 which: ' v ‘ 

‘Figure ‘l is a perspective view of my preferred'form 
of the invention showing the. stove folded and packed 

I 'fortt'ransportation; ' i ‘ 

" ZFigureVZ‘ is a vertical section taken on‘the line 2-j-f2 
1,5 ‘ bfFigure‘l; ' I ' , , 

“Figure 3~ is a_ perspective view vof the stove shown; in 
‘Figuresi-l-and' 2_ open‘an'd’set up ready for use; 

‘Figured is-a‘ top plan view of thestove inoperative 
' position as I in ‘Figure 3 ;' > » 

Figure*~'5-'is- a vertical section taken on the line 5-5 of 
Figurev 4;- ' - ' ' 

Figure 6 is a detail section-.taken'on the line 6—,-6 of 
"Figure v5';- V - 

'EigureVZ-is‘a detail section taken ‘in a plane normahto 
25 the-'pIane-Of'Figure 6~as indicatediby 'the~lines"7—-'7 of 

Figure'f'6; 
Figure 8~~is~a central vertical’ detailed'section of-the 

i piloti‘burner itakeneon line 12-!1'2 of“ Figure 3; 
-Figure-9.-is a- detail perspective’ showing the pilot" tube 

30 ~ and ‘its supporting. means. ' ' 

' ‘Figure-"110 is'a‘top plan-view, partly broken‘ away,~-of 
I thejpreferred ‘ burner" construction; and, ‘ 
" “Figure! 11- is a 'si'ele'elevation‘ of the 'burner'iof Figure 

- ell-0,; partlyiin section- along the ‘line 15—ll5 of Figure 10. 
35 ' ‘Referring now to‘ the drawingsand more'particularly 

".to'i’Figures 1,72 and='3'thereof, it will be seen’that thee'base 
“or platform of‘the stove is formedlby a pair of similar and 
vmatching, hingedly related, supporting and‘4 enclosing body 
j'membersiIOIand-II. Each body member is recessed or 

40a‘cli'sh shapediso that in open, parallel position, as- shown in 
Figure-"I3 they‘ form parallel juxtaposed‘base or platform 
members supporting and partially-enclosing pairs of for 
~ward and rear burners ‘12, 13, 14 and 15 together with 
th'eirf gas "supply tubes- 16, 117, 18 and 19 respectively, as 

45 well as their pilot tubes‘ 20, 21, Y22 and 23. The structure 
and‘arrangement ofwhich will be hereinafter referred to 

i ‘in moredetail. Theiouter terminal edges 24 of'the paral 
' lel innerwalls‘25 of each of the 
are-joined‘ by-lan elongate hinge membere'26’ preferable 

50 extending the full lengthof ‘such edges and formed'as a 
pianotype-hingelthusinsuring permanent registration and 

" alignment of‘ the'members. ‘ When the members 10 and 
*11: areéfold'edI about the hinge 26 the inner walls 25' to 
gether with 'opposite'similarly formed outer walls'27 abut 

55v~as shown in‘Figures 1 and 2' to- form a convenient en 
> closing carrying case.- Forward and rear end walls 28 

20 

~ 'and529; respectively, complete the enclosure when the case' 
~ is folded; ~ . 

I ‘4A convenient'carrying'handlev 30'is provided pivotally 
GOfsebu'red-‘to one or a pairlof keeper plates 31 mounted cen 

trally'of the joining free edges of the outer walls'27. The 
keeper" plates '31 are provided'with interdigitating pintle 

‘*loopsr32'through» which a securing=pintle 33v may bein 
1 seite'dfto secure the membersilll and'll in‘folded and case 

65 "forming position. Obviously other hinge, handle, keeper 
and securing means may be employed if desired. ' ,The 

1 present’ construction, however, provides a simple, ; effec 
tive and economical arrangement insuring’ minimum 
‘weight with maximum strength and durability. 

70 ‘ Within the inner and outer walls 25 and 27 and adja 
cent the longitudinal edges thereof there are provided 

-=='grate supporting strips"34. Theupperface ‘(as shown in 

base members 1v0'and'11, 
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Figure 3) of each strip 34 is provided with grate receiv 
ing recesses 35. As here shownthe recesses 35 of each 
strip 34 are three in number, of equal length and equally 
spaced. 
Removably seated within the recesses 35 are the ends 

36 of removable grate sections 37 which may be lifted 
from the recesses and stored longitudinally of the case 

when so desired. 
The burners 12, .13, 14 and 15 are removably secured 

within the members 10 and 11, preferably in equally 
spaced relation as shown, by rigid securement to the inner 
ends of their fuel supply tubes 16, 17, 18 and 19 respec 
tively. Such tubes are in turn removably secured to their 
members 10 or 11 by clips 38 which partially encircle the 
tubes. 
The burners are preferably of uniform construction and 

design conforming with the detailed showing of burner 
12 in Figures 10 and 11. As shown therein, the burners 
are formed with a mushroom head 40 to which gas is sup 
plied from the supply tube through a depending integral 
inlet elbow 41. Communicating with the elbow 41 is a 
primary gas distribution chamber 42 of circular form, and 
thcreabove, in open communication therewith, is an en 
larged ?nal distribution chamber 43 the top of which is 
closed by a solid burner plate 44. 
The primary gas outlet from the ?nal distribution 

chamber 43 is by means of equally spaced radial gas ports 
45 extending through the side walls 46 of the burner. 
Uniform and instant ignition and burning of the gas is 
enhanced by the provision of intermediary jet ori?ces 47 
which are provided with ?aring mouths 48 formed by cir 
cumferentially extending slots tapering outwardly from the 
ori?ces 47 towards the ports 45. By this arrangement 
the ?ame in each port instantly ignites ?ame in any 
unlighted port next to it. A uniform circular ring of 
burning gas is thus insured at all times, the smaller ori?ces 
acting to insure such uniformity and to re-ignite any port 
should a sudden gust of wind temporarily extinguish it. 
The ?ared openings 48 ignite the burner all the way 

around. The smaller associated openings 47 go out 
when the gas is turned down relatively low, but the larger 
openings 45 continue to burn and draw, thereby the in 
stant relatively small burners herein disclosed are enabled 
to serve in lieu of heretofore employed double type con 
ventional burners in which a low ?ame construction pro 
vides a mere warming or small ?ame, and in which a 
larger ?ame construction is provided for rapid heating 
and cooking. The instant burner construction is of small 
compass as compared to conventional burners delivering 
a like amount of heat and ?ame. Moreover, the instant 
burner automatically provides both types of ?ame, for 
cooking or warming, the latter going out automatically to 
suit the desired operative conditions. 

Automatic individual lighting of the separate burners _ 
from a single pilot ?ame is provided by means of the pilot 
tubes 20, ll, 22 and 23. Each tube is preferably of uni 
form diameter but can be provided with an igniting 
nozzle 5%) if desired, tilted upwardly towards its burner 
and adapted to receive gas when the burner is ?rst turned 
on. Gas thus supplied to the tube is then ignited at the 
inner end of the tube from a pilot ?ame indicated at 51. 
The tubes of each pair of burners in each member 10 and 
11 converge from the burners towards a central portion 
of the inner wall 25 of the member and are mounted 
through such wall as indicated at 52 (see Figure 8). 
The ?ame 51 is maintained by gas issuing from an ori?ce 

53 formed in the inner end of a removable pilot gas supply 
tube 54 beyond which the tube is closed by a cap 55. The 
pilot gas supply tube 54 is removably secured with the 
ori?ce 53 between the adjacent open ends of the tubes 20, 
2t, 22 and 23 by a spring wire clip 56, the ends 57 of 
which are extended through supporting apertures 58 
formed in the inner walls 25 between and slightly above 
the projection of the pilot tubes therethrough. 

With the stove in open position the inner end of the 

10 

40 

60 
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4 
tube 54 is secured in position by the ends of the clip. 
Thereafter a heat and smoke shield 59 is applied through 
the apertures 58, which assists in directing the smoke and 
heat towards the opening above ends of the pilot tubes and 
protects the outer surfaces of the walls 25 from injury by 
the ?ame. 
Gas is supplied to the pilot gas supply tube 54 and to 

the burner tubes 16, f7, 18 and 19 from a gas manifold 
60 through burner valves 61 and a pilot valve 62. The 
pilot tube 54- is removably secured over the discharge 
nipple 63 of the pilot valve 62 and when in operative posi 
tion lies outside of the case between the outer surfaces of 
the pivoted inner walls 25. From this location it may 
be removed and stored within the casing. 
The receiving ends of the burner tubes are formed with 

funnel shaped air mixers 64 (see Figure 7) by means of 
which they are secured to the walls 25. 

Each burner valve 61 is provided with a control handle 
65 and a gas supply nipple 66 which is removably ex 
tended through the wall 25 to be received within the air 
mixing chamber 67 formed by the mixer 64. Arcuate air 
supply vents 63 are also formed in the walls 25 communi 
cating with the mixing chambers 67 under the control of 
pivotally mounted air adjustment valves 69. 
From this construction it will be seen that while the 

burner tubes and their mixers are removably secured with 
the casing members 10 and 11, the manifold is ?xedly 
secured to the fuel supply tank and can be simply and 
easily laid into position. 
When in operating position the nipples 66 of the valves 

61 are inserted through the receiving apertures of the walls 
25 whereby gas is admitted to the tubes selectively upon 
actuation of. the valves. However, when not in use, the 
nipples are withdrawn from such apertures and the mani 
fold may be removed. 
The manifold 61) is preferably secured by a threaded 

connection to an elbow 71 communicating with the uni 
form pressure chamber of a portable fuel receptacle, the 
structure and operation of which is to be described in 
greater detail. It will be understood however that the 
manifold 60, may if desired, be directly connected to a 
?xed gas supply system when the stove is to be used as a 
permanent ?xture. The manifold 60 may also be con 
nected to other gas containers distinct in character from 
the fuel receptacle about to be described. 

Fuel receptacle 80 of the present invention to which 
the manifold 60 is secured, preferable in a substantially 
permanent manner, is formed by a substantially cylindri 
cal member having enclosure heads secured upon the body 
member by a central tie rod. 
As previously indicated, the receptacle and manifold are 

designed for permanent assembly when the device is used 
as a portable stove. As here shown in such permanent 
relation the nipples 63 and 66 of the pilot valve 62 and 
burner valves 61 are disposed in a common plane parallel 
to and slightly above the axis of the receptacle. By this 
arrangement the nipples may readily be inserted in the 
pilot tube 54 and in the mixing chambers 67 as shown. 
in such position the receptacle extends below the lower 
surface of the base of the stove and may be supported with 
the stove on supporting brackets hereinafter to be de 

scribed. 
However it is to be understood that this specific rela 

tionship is not necessarily adhered to. The manifold 60 
and the receptacle 30 may have a pivotal adjustment about 
the axis of the manifold through change in the angular 
relation of the elbow 71 with respect to the manifold. 
Thus the receptacle may be swung upwardly from the 
position here shown to be wholly disposed above the 
plane of the bottom of the stove. 

For supporting the receptacle 80 in the position here 
shown and for securing it with the supply nipples in proper 
relation to the gas tubes, a foldable bracket is provided 

75 comprising a pair of substantially L-shaped ends 130 re 
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cessed at 131 on the upper surface of the horizontal legs 
to receive the ends of the receptacle 80 and an upwardly 
extending arm 132 provided with a hook 133 to be engaged 
in a depression 134 of the edges of the end walls 27. 
The ends 130 are hingedly secured to a transverse body 

bar 135 extending therebetween so that they may be folded 
thereagainst when not in use to facilitate their storage 
within the case for transportation. For similarly support 
ing the opposite end of the stove when opened for use, 
a similar supporting bracket is provided comprising end 
leg members 136 hingedly secured to opposite ends of a 
transverse bar 137 against which the legs may be folded 
to permit ?at disposition of the bracket for storage in 
the case. 

As indicated in the drawings the length of the recepta 
cle 80 is somewhat less than the length of the body sec 
tions of the stove so that, with the end grates removed, 
the receptacle with its manifold intact may be stored 
within the case as shown in Figure 2. In so storing the 
parts for transportation it will be seen that the pilot tube 
may likewise be removed from its connection with the 
manifold and its external securement with the case and 
stored inside, as may the supporting brackets. 

Referring now to Figure 5 in particular, it can be seen 
that the body of the stove comprising the body members 
10 and 11 and their contents as set up for use is supportable 
upon the portions 130 and .136 in a plane to tally above 
the table or other supporting surface. 
A second position is possible in which the support 136 

is removed and the bottom of the body members is per 
mitted to rest directly upon the supporting surface. In 
such second position the tank 80 and bracket-support 130 
are disposed over the table edge and depend therefrom, 
the bottoms of the body members then resting ?ush on the 
table top or other support. 
The nipples 66, if slightly angulated with respect to their 

axis as related to the tank can be inserted into their re 
spective mixer chambers 64 or associated burner tubes can 
permit a third supported position of the stove by support 
ing the front end of the stove directly on the tank and 
omitting the bracket support 130. 

Referring to Figure 7, the valve plug 125 is preferably 
formed with a slot-shaped passage 126 to permit more 
selective adjustment of the gas ?ow than can be accom 
plished by matching cylindrical ports between the body 
and the plug 125. The ?ne adjustment thus achieved is 
comparable to the action of a needle-type valve. 
From the foregoing it will be seen that the present 

invention features a novel, simple and e?icient arrange 
ment providing a pilot lighted, four-burner stove which 
may be easily folded for transportation and which pro 
vides its own carrying case when so folded. The num 
ber of parts are at a minimum and the facility with which 
they may be arranged for storage or for use is at a maxi 
mum.‘ The invention also features a noveland improved 
burner construction particularly designed to enhance the 
e?ectiveness of gas combustion in portable stoves of the 
character set forth which are subjected to winds and at 

a mospheric conditions not usually encountered in perma~ 
' nent installations. ' 

‘In considering the present invention it will be under 
stood that the invention is not limited or restricted to the 
precise structural details herein set forth not to the exact 
combination and interrelation of parts illustrated and de 
scribed. And it is therefore to be understood that the 
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15 

20 
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invention may be practiced with full use of changes, modi 
?cation and substitution of equivalents without departure 
from the spirit or thereof as outlined in the appended 
claims. 
Having described my invention, what I claim as new 

and desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 
1. A portable cooking stove, comprising: a pair of 

generally rectangular dish-shaped body members each 
having back, front, inner, outer and bottom walls, the 
respective inner walls being generally ?ared upwardly, 
means hingedly connecting said inner walls along their 
outer edges, said body members being in substantially 
horizontal alignment when in open position, burner means 
recessed in each of said members, said front walls being 
in the same plane and having openings therein, conduit 
means communicating between said burner means and 
said front walls in each member and terminating at said 
respective openings in the front walls, an elongate pres 
surized fuel tank including a plurality of fuel outlets 
therealong, individual valves controlling said outlets, 
means releasably securing said tank along and outside 
of said front walls, means for releasably interconnecting 
the respective fuel outlets to corresponding burner means 
through said openings in said front walls, the axes of the 
hinged means and the fuel tank being normal to one 
another in their assembled condition, said inner walls 
de?ning an elongated interspace therebetween and below 
said hinged means in the open position of the stove, a 
pilot tube and pilot burner releasably connected to said 
fuel tank and means for supporting said pilot tube and 
pilot burner in said interspace, and individual pilot tubes 
supported in said members communicating ‘between said 
individual burners and said pilot burner and extending 
through said inner walls into said interspace for com~ 
munication in said interspace with said pilot burner. 

2. A portable cooking stove as de?ned in claim 1, said 
means for supporting said pilot tube and pilot burner in 
said interspace comprising: a smoke shield engageable 
with said inner walls, and said pilot tubes extending 
generally diagonally across said body members in their 
open position, said individual pilot tubes being ?xedly 
secured in said body members respectively and com 

_ municating with said interspace under said smoke shield. 
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3. A portable cooking stove as de?ned in claim 1, said 
fuel tank having an external shape adapted to nest within 
one of the dish~shaped body members adjacent an outer 
wall thereof in the closed position of said body members 
whereby said body members provide a carrying case there 
for, and handle means releasably securing said ‘body 
members together at their outer walls. 
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